Painting the
Polymer Clay
Beetle

The materials for this lesson can be found at a Gold or above
Art Centre.
Go to www.montmarte.net to find the one nearest to you.

PMMT0003

Mont Marte Metallic Acrylic Paint Yellow

PMSA0011

Mont Marte Satin Series Acrylic Lamp Black

PMSA0005

Mont Marte Satin Series Acrylic Yellow Ochre

PMDA0036

Mont Marte Dimension Acrylic Burnt Umber

PMDA0035

Mont Marte Dimension Acrylic Red Ochre

MAXX0024

Mont Marte Leafing Size 60ml

BMHS0013

Mont Marte Gallery Series Acrylic Brush Set

Also required:
Paper towels
Leaves
Sand

ThisTMont Marte Electric Marte Electric eraser
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1. Painting the undercoat
Squeeze out some Lamp Black onto a small
palette. Use a medium fillbert to give the entire
beetle a thin coat of paint.

2. Glazing on the Burnt Umber
Squeeze out some Burnt Umber in the dimension
range onto the palette and lay a thin coat over the
entire beetle. Scrub it on so the coat is quite thin
and you can see the colour beneath.
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3. Dry- Brushing the body
Create a mix from 1 part Yellow Ochre to 1 part
Titanium White. Use a small brush and charge it
with some paint. Wipe some of the paint off onto a
paper towel and dry brush the body but not the
legs. Keep the brush very dry so no detail is lost.
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Gouache is an opaque highly pigmented
medium but can be thinned with water and
used like water colour.
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4. Painting the wing casings
The wing casings can be created by following the
steps below:
1) Paint the wing casings with a mix of 1 part
Yellow Ochre to 1 part Titanium White. Let this dry.
2) Give the casings a second coat with the same
colour. Whilst this coat is still wet, blend in some
Red Ochre along where the casings meet. Let this
coat dry.
3) Squeeze out some Metallic Yellow Acrylic Paint
and cover the casings. Let this dry and apply a
second coat.
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If you use leaves on the base make sure they are
dried out . You can speed dry the size with a hair
drier as well. Size will go clear when it is dry.
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5. Detailing
Squeeze out some Lamp Black and some
Burnt Umber and apply small dots of the Lamp
Black over the casings. Make the dots are
irregular and random. Next apply some Burnt
Umber dots around the central line where the
two casings meet.
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6. Creating the environment
In this step we will be adhering leaves onto the
base.
Squeeze out some size onto a palette. Use a
medium flat brush to apply a liberal amount of
the size onto the base and let this dry.
Use leaves and apply them to the base in a
random order so they look natural.
Sprinkle sand onto the base. Turn the base
upside down and pour out the excess sand and
discard it.
Trim the excess off the leaves around the edge
of the base with a hobby knife.

